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iUniverse, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.IN THIS ACTION-PACKED THRILLER, GREED BRINGS ABOUT
UNKNOWABLE EVIL AND HORRIFYING REVENGE-YET WHEN ALL SEEMS LOST, ONE MAN IS GIVEN AF
INAL CHANCE AT REDEMPTION. A decade has passed since Dan and Keely Castle, worn from the
pressure of scheduled lives, decided to jettison their corporate careers, purchase a cattle ranch in
northern Arizona, and nearly empty their bank account to convert the property into an intimate
guest ranch. As they go about their daily lives, ensuring their guests enjoy themselves, Dan and
Keely have no idea their idyllic existence is about to be shattered. When the couple accidentally
discovers a treasure while hiking deep within the mountains, Keely wants to investigate its origin.
Dan is only curious about its value. As they unearth bag after bag of government gold, possibly
worth millions, Dan believes he and Keely are about to become very wealthy. Instead, his life goes
wildly awry, and unforeseeable events brand him a murderer in the eyes of the law. After the ranch
is lost and his wife is kidnapped, Dan embarks on a dangerous journey into the mountains to...
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This sort of pdf is everything and made me searching forward plus more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like
just how the author compose this book.
-- Ma e Jones-- Ma e Jones

Absolutely essential go through book. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like the way the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Pa sca le B er nha r d-- Pa sca le B er nha r d
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